
WHIN’s Neutral Host Network

The wireless broadband network that WHIN is deploying in the ten rural counties that it
serves is implemented according to a neutral host network model.   Though its own
Living Lab model requires that the technology that WHIN introduces be used in real life,
WHIN is not an internet service provider.  The neutral host model allows commercial
providers to be the customer facing side of the network, while WHIN owns and manages
the technology.

The neutral host network model is ideal for WHIN’s research and education purpose, but
it also has enormous potential to be the go-to model for advanced wireless networks
owned by governments and other public service entities to meet their own and other
public needs such as eLearning. WHIN’s demonstration project is intended to showcase
the technology as well as the many applications enabled by the neutral host network
model for all stakeholders who are interested in sustainable network solutions for rural
communities.

This white paper, in the form of an FAQ, explains the neutral host network model and
how the model is being developed in the WHIN region.

1. What is a neutral host network?

We are borrowing the term “neutral host network” from the mobile wireless world,
specifically from its Long-Term Evolution (LTE) standard. LTE technology allows
multiple guest Virtual Network Operators (VNOs), both public and private, to use
the same neutral host-owned and managed LTE Citizens Broadband Radio Service
(CBRS) network for multiple, co-existing purposes.  The benefit of the neutral host
model is that all parties can maintain connectivity and ensure network coverage,
while reducing overhead costs typically associated with investment, management
and oversight of the network.

A neutral host network is the product of virtualization, which relocates the hardware
functions of a digital device to a soft computing environment.

2. Why is network virtualization important to rural broadband?

Virtualization allows various business models to be built around a single
deployment.

The main reason there is a digital divide is not technological.  It is the low user density
that cannot sustain the cost of keeping network technology up-to-date.  Historically, the
main business model revenue source for conventional fixed wireless services has been
connecting addresses to a network.  The number of addresses within range of a tower is
limited and usually not adequate to support high quality gear.
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But rural needs increasingly go far beyond broadband service to addresses.  The
endpoints of connectivity in low density areas tend to be not points at all, but entire areas
that need coverage.  For people, this means connecting mobile devices.  And with the
increasing digitalization of farms, many devices that are essential to operations need to
connect to the internet. It is not feasible to run hardwire solutions to devices: a robust
wireless solution is needed that can allow devices to connect from anywhere.

Indeed, from a device perspective, rural areas are much denser than they appear.  And
there are a number of service providers in rural digital space who want and need to
connect with devices, from schools and governments to private companies like security
firms.

Each application presents an additional business opportunity for a network.
Virtualization allows a single deployment to generate separate networks for each
opportunity, putting sustainability within reach for rural broadband.

3. Explain virtualization.

Virtualization involves making multiple copies of a machine or machine function in
cyberspace.  It is the secret sauce of the internet age, allowing anything to be
migrated to a computing environment, where it is divorced from the limitations of
single-user-at-a-time-for-one-purpose that characterize the physical world to the
infinite variations of multiple-users-at-the-same-time-for-any-purpose.

Virtualization is the big conceptual idea behind digital computing and its ultimate is the
Cloud. Big tech has applied virtualization to devices (including computers themselves),
apps, and, now networks, which enables
multiple-users-at-the-same-time-for-any-purpose-from-anywhere, any or all of which
can be repeatedly virtualized to get virtualization of virtualization.  Networks have already
been virtualized for computer networks.  The latest generation of network virtualization
moves that to the public telecommunications networks that give access to those
networks.

4. Does virtualization make money?

Yes. The enormously lucrative digital economy depends on virtualization.

If what is being virtualized is technology, like a computer or a physical
telecommunications network, software-rendered copies of that technology can be sold to
third parties. Each copy effectively gives the third party dedicated use of the technology
within certain limits.  The third parties can continue the process and sell copies to others
for their own purposes.
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5. What is the technology behind network virtualization?

In the case of wireless telecommunications networks, virtualization of entire physical
networks is enabled by the LTE standard that was introduced with 4G, which used
virtualization to create a common platform. Notably, each carrier implemented 3G with
different technologies that were not compatible. LTE greatly expands the ways carriers
can compete, going beyond physical assets. With LTE, the physical network owner is the
host and third party users are guests. The host is agnostic, or neutral, to its guests as
long as they meet the host’s conditions for being a guest (which typically includes
payment) and they are LTE-compatible. Hence the term “neutral host network.”

This model is already being implemented in the mobile telecommunications industry,
where a company like Verizon sells its entire network to guest entities who do not need
to be telecommunications companies to become Mobile Virtual Network Operators, or
MVNOs. Some MVNOs use their guest privileges to run what are effectively private
social networks, complete with internet access, around a particular brand like
CavapoosRus for “people who love Cavapoos.”  And underneath that cute doggie logo?
The neutral host, Verizon.

The MVNO model is also used for prepaid access cards, providing highly affordable
internet access that is independent of a long term data plan.

Network reselling has been around for a long time, with network owners originally giving
third parties direct access to physical routers.  But LTE allows a neutral host network to
manage multiple guests via software. This changes everything, dramatically increasing
efficiency and introducing intelligence. LTE enables precision usage (like precision
agriculture!) that is tightly aligned with specific applications–the host’s own and those of
its third party guests.

Another way virtualization creates value is by decentralizing its functions to any device
equipped to run the virtual machine. Wireless networks are composed of devices that
perform different configurations of the same basic transmission functions available on
both towers and smart user devices, namely, sending and receiving.  When they are all
LTE enabled, they can all do essentially the same things. Thus the mobile hotspot
capability on an LTE cell phone makes the device “look” as much like a cell tower as the
desktop computer it has already grown to resemble.  This is another revenue opportunity
for everyone in the food chain.

With the introduction of the LTE standard, neutral host networks have a lot of ways to
create value and revenue.

6. That’s great for mobile carriers, but what could it possibly have to do with
rural broadband?
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Though initially utilized by mobile carriers, virtualization in the form of LTE is a
general tool with much to offer low-density broadband solutions. In particular, it
introduces exceptionally efficient use of physical assets, the opportunity for
additional network revenue streams, spread of risk and cost, and the sharing of
resources for critical services.  A neutral host model leverages virtualization to
support the difficult business models that make solving the digital divide so
challenging.

But to get access to LTE, rural solutions needed spectrum comparable to that used by
mobile carriers.  To make that possible and affordable, virtualization was applied to
spectrum itself, and a new kind of auction was held that conjoined the interests of rural
broadband and mobile wireless.

Indeed, if fixed wireless providers in rural areas had been able to offer the same speeds
as mobile carriers over years, the digital divide would not be in the crisis it is now.  The
mutualistic relationship between the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and
mobile carriers, which diverted high-quality, licensed spectrum away from low-density
rural markets, bears much of the blame for the divide.

Adding insult to injury, because their only spectrum option was unlicensed public
spectrum, rural WISPs were left behind by first-rate gear companies. The WISPs have
often operated their service with minimally-functional proprietary radios and antennas
that were (and in many cases still are) not much better than hobby-level quality, without
any way to avoid service-killing interference.

But it was better than nothing.  Though WISPs are everyone’s favorite rural broadband
scapegoat, it is thanks to their MacGyver qualities that there was rural broadband at all
for long decades. They are still the only option in many of the hardest to reach areas.

The FCC has rethought the model that made perpetual losers out of low-density markets
and it did that by re-envisioning how spectrum could be managed at a very basic level.
Very cleverly, the solution was to virtualize a slice of spectrum itself.

In 2020, the FCC held an auction for two CBRS bands, 42 and 43, in the 3.55-3.7GHz
spectrum. CBRS (Citizens Broadband Radio Service) is the U.S. Navy’s band for
off-shore radio communications, leaving the spectrum largely unused in the vast
heartland.  The FCC wanted to allow the Navy continued use, while taking advantage of
the geographic nature of CBRS’ usage profile that left it mainly unused away from
coasts.

To enable the greatest flexibility, some CBRS bands were designated GAA (General
Authorized Access), which is effectively public, while other parts were auctioned.
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For the auctioned bands, competition was intentionally structured to serve underserved
rural areas. CBRS Priority Access Licensing (PAL) is on a per county level basis across
the country.  This allowed rural service providers to compete in auction on their own
terms, based on local needs. In the WHIN region, the primary PAL CBRS winner was
Watch Communications. The auction allowed mobile carriers to compete, and they
typically opted for denser areas. The GAA bands are available to any service provider in
all counties.

Besides being auctioned according to rules whereby rural WISPs could win, CBRS
differs in another way in being almost fully virtualized. Licensed spectrum is wasteful,
eliminating interference by giving licensees exclusive use of bands whether they actually
utilize all of the spectrum or not. CBRS is managed by software so that multiple service
providers can use the same bands, which introduces efficiency and maximizes
utilization, while also preventing interference.  Notably, this managed environment
applies to the GAA bands as well as to the PAL licenses that were auctioned.  Everyone
using CBRS must cooperate with each other. Thus CBRS is not only fast, it avoids the
interference problems that have plagued rural broadband without resorting to expensive
and wasteful traditional licenses.

How good is CBRS?  It can deliver speeds comparable to 5G.  In denser markets, it is
being used by mobile carriers. And as all mobile spectrum now adhere to the LTE
standard, CBRS is not only a virtually managed spectrum, it is part of the LTE-enabled
virtualization that is standard for mobile services. In fact, by allowing mobile carriers to
also use the spectrum, the FCC created an additional benefit for rural markets, namely
good, LTE-enabled gear.

First, carrier-grade gear companies added LTE CBRS capability for their mobile carrier
customers, and mobile device companies followed.   This opened the door for a solution
to rural providers’ gear problems. A big determinant of network propagation (the area
that a deployment of gear can serve) is the power that is available in a spectrum. Power
levels are so important that they are regulated by the FCC, which means that coverage
within a specific spectrum rarely changes.  However service levels within the
propagation vary by gear manufacturer, and performance improvement is directly related
to the cost of the equipment.

Now that rural service providers can also offer LTE CBRS service, carrier-grade radio
and antenna companies have been able to create a business plan for the rural market
based on a version of the gear they had already developed for the mobile carriers.

And just like that, thanks to the miracles of virtualization, rural WISPs can play in the
major leagues of 5G, without seeing it degraded by interference, with more powerful
gear, and with all of the virtualization and other possibilities of LTE.
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7. If WISPs can deploy LTE CBRS themselves, why do we need a neutral
host?

The business model for rural service providers does not guarantee that all areas
will be served, hence it is a big part of the digital divide.  The neutral host model is
a way to preserve market competition among private service providers while also
ensuring that network assets are in place to serve everyone, and to do it quickly.
The model also spreads risk and cost and, because of LTE characteristics, it is a
mechanism for delivering basic services like education regardless of the service
provider.

ISPs and WISPs are businesses.  They migrate their best services toward the most
profitable customers, which are not those in hard to serve areas. As well, WISPs who
won auctions to deliver service to underserved areas have years to complete the task.
Then there is the problem of the FCC’s low-threshold definition of broadband, which
actually prevents federal dollars from being spent where that definition is already being
met–this in spite of the fact that the FCC standard of 25/3 Mbps (and even lower
standards from previous generations) is not enough to meet the needs of streaming for
entertainment, much less for remote work, elearning and telehealth.

ISPs who are addressing the divide with fiber build outs are similarly handicapped by
auction rules, and, especially, by the length of time it takes to deploy fiber in rural areas,
much less in hard to serve areas.

The rural business model, even with help from the federal government, will not solve the
digital divide as quickly or comprehensively as it needs to be solved.

8. How does a neutral host network help?

The neutral host network model takes advantage of LTE’s virtualization capability
to leverage a single LTE CBRS network for multiple, co-existing purposes, from
virtualizing (and thereby making more available) the performance capability of
CBRS to virtualizing (and thereby making more available) key services like
elearning.

In particular, it enables targeted construction of LTE CBRS networks for unserved and
underserved areas, and then allows ISPs and WISPs to become guest Virtual Network
Operators (VNOs) on the network, reselling the services of the neutral host network to
customers in those areas. This leverages the performance power of advanced network
technology in the places that need it most.

A neutral host network could also be a platform for shared services, such as healthcare,
education, and government services.
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WHIN is already experimenting with the performance-extending power of the neutral
host model, choosing areas to cover with its gear in coordination with counties and with
the intent of filling gaps. It is funding LTE CBRS deployments throughout its region.

But WHIN cannot be a service provider beyond a very small handful of beta customers
to perform initial engineering tests.  WHIN needs commercial service providers to deliver
the performance of its network to customers.

This need coincides with the other side of WHIN’s mission, which is to drive adoption of
advanced technology.  Accordingly, WHIN requires that a solution also demonstrates
business viability. For this reason as well, WHIN needs a way to give the market access
to its network.

The LTE feature in WHIN’s gear enables its networks to serve customers. With WHIN as
a neutral host network host, the organization can make an advanced network available
to underserved areas by virtualizing–and thereby extending access to–high-speed
internet so that commercial providers can deliver it. Any ISP or WISP that meets
standards for participation can purchase into the network as a guest to better serve any
customers they have in its footprint, or to acquire new customers.

9. How is WHIN’s use of the neutral host model relevant to counties and other
stakeholders?

Unfortunately, WHIN’s resources are limited and they will not be adequate to close
every gap within this research use of a neutral host network.  All WHIN can
provide is targeted services to develop use cases. Indeed, in the long run, it would
prefer not to be even a neutral network host.

However, with its neutral host model, WHIN is doing exactly what local
governments wish to happen: it is closing gaps more quickly and, in so doing, it is
showing a new way for local governments to take control of their broadband
problems.

Ideally, the WHIN projects will encourage local governments to adopt the neutral host
model for themselves. With American Rescue Plan, Build Back Better, and other funding
that is being made available for broadband, local governments can do what WHIN is
doing, only on a larger scale: close gaps quickly.

In fact, local governments have an additional reason to create their own neutral host
networks that goes beyond filling gaps in internet service, which is to fill gaps in basic
service. Sensitive and critical services like elearning are best delivered through
dedicated, secure networks. The same LTE technology that allows ISPs and WISPs to
buy into a neutral host network allows their customers to use secure, dedicated networks
carved out of the neutral host network. For example, those can be CIPA-compliant
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networks that connect students who live in a neutral host network footprint directly into
their school corporation’s own virtual private networks. The students’ LTE-enabled user
devices are smart enough to route them immediately onto the secure network.

A larger, county-wide, neutral host network would enable all students to have secure,
high-speed access to eLearning. And it would enable the network to become a platform
for other types of services that are delivered to residents as they wear different hats,
such as patients and users of government services. The network could enable telehealth
and telegovernment.  Such is the power of virtualization.

10. Who would actually own a neutral host network that receives funding from
local governments?

The neutral host model is an opportunity for governments to own networks
through a public/private partnership.

The main reason for a local government to consider participating in ownership is
to have a leading voice in how the neutral host network in which it invested is
managed, what its standards are, who it serves, and so forth. Hundreds of local
governments in the U.S. own networks, many in Indiana.

There is considerable technical expertise involved in standing up, maintaining and
operating a neutral host network, not unlike that of a service provider.  Though the
neutral host does not necessarily have end users as customers, there is administrative,
backend work involved in creating gear standards and keeping them up-to-date.  As well,
the neutral host might maintain the registries needed for elearning, depending on how
the school corporation wants to proceed. The same applies to other services.

Examples of suitable private partners for a local government include an experienced
service provider who is willing to be a neutral host or a company whose business is
neutral host management.  Ideally, the private partner would have “skin in the game” in
the form of its own investment in the network.

11. Isn’t a neutral host network risky?

Any network build is a spec build.  Its success depends on its ability to acquire
and retain customers once it is built. The neutral host model reduces risk in
several ways.

● Some local governments have tried to bring broadband to their residents by
entertaining proposals from individual ISPs and WISPs who agree to meet
certain criteria in return for public funding.  This is a “single provider for a service
area” model. It is typical of the FCC model that has not been successful on its
own in closing the digital divide.  In some cases, networks subsidized by local
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governments for single service providers have been built, but for reasons
unrelated to acquiring customers, such as simply maintaining the gear, that single
provider had to pull out and the project failed.

From a business plan perspective, the neutral host network lowers the barriers to
adoption, enabling multiple service providers to use the network. The neutral host
model means that service providers do not need to be federal auction winners, or
make any capital investment, or do the work of building a network in order to
enter the market, though they do have to share revenue with the neutral host.
And they should be held to high-quality standards. But most important, the
network can engage any number of service providers to serve an area. This
provides considerable redundancy. If a service provider fails for reasons having
nothing to do with the neutral host network, or because their service is poor,
others are there to step in. The network has many routes to viability.

Indeed, the model makes it unnecessary for a local government to choose a
winner: the market will take care of that.  And yet it gives local governments
some ways to increase the likelihood of quality service from the start.

● Part of the decision to stand up a neutral host network can include seeking
anchor tenants in advance.  Anchor tenants are large consumers of services and
they can make a network instantly viable.  An anchor tenant may also bring its
own preference for an ISP, helping engage an ISP in the project.  A good
example of this is the Co-Alliance/Watch Communications project in Scircleville in
Clinton County, where Co-Alliance also contributed a vertical asset to the project
that is used to make 50/20 service available through Watch to the surrounding
countryside.  WHIN contributed LoRaWAN service for IoT sensors.

● The neutral host model allows government entities themselves to be an anchor
tenant, where government services are implemented exactly like elearning.
Putting some government services on the neutral host network might be a “loss
leader” in not generating revenue, but the cost-saving benefit might still make the
government service a high-value anchor tenant.  Other government services like
municipal water system administration might generate revenue and enable the
government to be a contributing anchor tenant.

WHIN also serves to reduce risk. The kinds of solutions that make a network highly
effective in the first place are innovative. By using its pilots to validate new solutions that
keep the region ahead of the innovation curve and make it a center for innovation, WHIN
makes it less risky for those innovations to be deployed more broadly.  Those solutions
that survive their pilots can benefit the neutral host, those that don’t drop away or are
back-burnered while the vendor addresses deficiencies. A good example is WHIN’s
aerostat project.  Besides interference, line-of-sight is the other major challenge to
wireless systems, and it is one that WHIN is very interested in addressing, one way or
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another. The aerostat is a promising option. But one of WHIN’s many criteria for a
successful pilot is that the pilot must deliver its solution quickly.  The aerostat vendor has
not been able to do that and that project’s ability to progress now depends on its
vendor’s ability to move things along faster, if it can.  In the meantime, WHIN is looking
for alternative technologies to solve the same problem.  But WHIN assumes that risk.

12. How does fiber fit into a neutral host network?

In terms of using the network, neutral host networks are inherently agnostic to the
network types that can be guests, as long as the guests are compatible with the
LTE standard. Fiber networks can meet this standard through their ONT (Optical
Network Terminal), which is the corresponding technology to wireless CPE
(Customer Premise Equipment). Fiber is a component of any internet-accessible
network and it is, itself, a technology that can be innovated to add more power to
the neutral host network.

Fiber is an important resource for a neutral host network.  The vertical assets on which
LTE CBRS gear is mounted ideally should have fiber access (though they can also use a
very high quality wireless option, such as microwave to cover a short hop to fiber
access.)  Fiber can be either run to the gear or, even better, a deployment can use
existing fiber.  For example, fiber serving a rural deployment of CBRS could be in the
form of a fiber-to-the-home buildout to a small town, powering the surrounding
surrounding countryside with LTE CBRS.

Indeed, fiber and wireless technology is part of every network.  They may seem to
compete because of the way they are deployed as access technologies, but they are
entirely complementary, with fiber maximizing throughput and wireless providing what
fiber cannot, which is ubiquity. Ubiquity allows untethered access to the internet, from
anywhere, even when mobile. It is what enables mobility.  That alone ensures that
wireless will always be critically important as ubiquity is what users want most.  The art
and science of network design is to combine wireless and fiber (or other wireline)
intelligently, optimizing their strengths and mitigating their weaknesses.

Though most don’t realize it, fiber is also, itself, a technology.  It does not
single-handedly accomplish a connection.  Fiber depends upon and must cooperate with
many other technologies, both hardware and software, in every single transmission.
Changes in standards or implementation in any part of its operating environment can
require changes in the fiber component. In the worst case scenario, the fiber component
of the system becomes obsolete and has to be replaced in order for its users to have
any service at all.  And this has happened and will continue to happen.

The cascade of innovations that have followed the release of CBRS include fiber
innovation, such as experimenting with moving the computing that serves fiber
transmissions to different points on the network to enable greater intelligence and
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interoperability.  Likewise there are efforts to create more flexible combinations of fiber
and advanced wireless technologies to allow fiber to be used in conjunction with wireless
technology more efficiently and economically.  WHIN is interested in all of these
innovations and is presently engaged with some interesting companies in that space.

13. How much does a neutral host network cost?

There are two kinds of costs in standing up a neutral host network, capital and
operating.  Both depend on network design and on the negotiating power of the
neutral host. Network design is very flexible and good design takes advantage of
all of the network resources that are already in place.
As a wireless network, a neutral host network has an inherent capital cost advantage in
being able to serve large areas with single installations of gear.  An LTE CBRS
installation can cover a circular service area whose radius is 6-8 miles, depending on
terrain.  That is 113-201 square miles.  The number of installations depends on how
efficiently the gear can be deployed over the desired service area, as well as on user
density factors.

Whether a county or municipality chooses to overbuild its entire area with a neutral host
will depend on a number of factors, the most important of which may be its need for
anchor tenants as well as the desire to make key services, like elearning, easily
available to all residents.  For example, a neutral host network can also serve telehealth
just as it does eLearning. Health care providers could be anchor tenants, with their
patients having access to service through dedicated, secure connections to the health
care providers VPN.

Thus, cost depends on how the network will be used and the specific shape and terrain
of the area to be served.

As well, we anticipate that, at least at first, counties would prefer to own their own neutral
host networks. However, networks are no respecter of boundaries, and efficient
deployment may mean that an installation close to a county or municipality line could
serve parts of two political areas, reducing cost for both.  But that would entail an
agreement between the affected neutral hosts.

That said, from the neutral host perspective, there are 4, with a prospective 5th,  capital
components in a wireless network, and, again, cost depends on a number of factors:

● The vertical assets on which gear is mounted.  These need to be at least 200
feet high for a flat unobstructed area, and higher if there are terrain or other
obstructions. Higher is best.

○ Rural areas have the benefit of existing vertical assets such as grain
elevators and use of such assets is negotiable.  Municipal assets such as
water towers can be used. Schools may already have such assets for
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their own networks. Use of existing assets reduces the need for
construction, but that might be offset by creating a need for a transport
circuit (for backhaul internet access) and for power, especially for remote
locations.

○ Existing commercial towers with power and a transport circuit are another
form of vertical asset.  Like privately and publicly owned assets, their use
is negotiable.

○ Finally, towers with the appropriate power and transport circuits can be
constructed, and that has the highest capital cost, though towers can be
shared and some of the cost recouped through leasing access.
Presumably even towers constructed by local governments must conform
to local ordinances and processes.

● The transport service becomes a capital expense if it has to be constructed.
Transport services connect the network to the internet via a commercial data
center that is already configured to handle the traffic of multiple networks, and
they are already included in existing commercial towers.

● Power is the same as transport. Normally, gear needs standard mains power.

● Gear on the vertical asset includes radios, antennas, bay stations (which may
be shared on an existing tower), and routers.

● Gear for users could be handled in a number of ways. In a commercial wireless
network, the service provider includes the gear that goes on the house, called
Customer Premise Equipment, or CPE, and that cost is built into its package. In a
neutral host, the service provider’s gear must be LTE CBRS compatible. Guest
WISPs could supply that gear to customers as they normally do, or the neutral
host owner could also provide CPE to ensure compatibility, including that cost in
its reselling fee.

Another kind of user gear for LTE CBRS networks are mobile devices.  For
elearning this would be school-issued devices provisioned for LTE CBRS.  Many
schools are using older devices that are not LTE CBRS enabled.  They do have
access to funds, including limited WHIN elearning funds, to update those
devices.

For the moment, such devices would connect through the residential CPE.
However, WHIN is testing LTE CBRS gear that enables mobility.  This would
benefit students, who could use their LTE devices from anywhere.  It also could
make it possible for the household to use their LTE CBRS (band 42) enabled
mobile phones and other devices as part of their fixed wireless service, as this
particular vendor has roaming agreements with some of the mobile carriers.  We
mention this because it points to the increasing convergence of services enabled
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by the virtualization of wireless networks.  As this happens, users may eventually
find that they no longer have to purchase different packages for home and
mobility.

● Additional deployment cost includes labor to install, cables, and minor hardware.

Operating costs are entirely dependent on the network design, but they categorically
include:

● Tower and transport rental if on a leased vertical asset
● Transport and power if on the network owner's own asset
● Network administration
● Insurance
● Legal work for the various agreements
● Reserve for replacement
● Labor to maintain and replace gear

The neutral host model favors a revenue share model such that those who contribute
value, including the owners, have a return on their investment, with services priced
competitively for users at different speed and service levels. It is easy to see why thinly
populated areas struggle with a business plan.  Because the neutral host picks up
capital costs for multiple service providers in at least hard to serve areas, it does result in
less cost than having each service provider construct their own networks. And if mobility
and fixed wireless service converges, that should result in savings to users.

As well, local governments may have more opportunity to gain access to existing
resources, reducing their cost.

14. How quickly can a neutral host network be deployed?

Once a network is designed and the necessary approvals and agreements have
been obtained, gear to serve a 110-201 square mile footprint can be deployed in a
matter of weeks if transport services are already in place. If not, it can take a few
weeks to a month or two to schedule and perform a fiber run, depending on the
vendor and how far the site is from existing fiber.

15. How is a neutral host network different from the unified network that WHIN
has been discussing?

What WHIN has been calling a unified network in the context of the RCF grant that
created the recently released engineering study for the region’s LEDOs, is the
next level of virtualization for county-level neutral host networks. It would allow
multiple physical networks to function as one, enabling sharing of all resources,
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redundancy, potentially a single shared internet access point with reduced fees,
and a local intranet.

There are very good reasons to move a neutral host network model in that direction,
especially if most counties have a neutral host and they fully cover their respective
counties.  In that case, if county networks eventually connect to a common regional
neutral host that would increase security, privacy and, in some way, throughput. For
example:

There is presently no ISP or WISP solution in the region that has local redundancy
so that internet traffic can be automatically routed around locally congested or
disabled networks. Once local traffic reaches the internet, the internet’s advanced
routing has access to various networks to try to keep its traffic moving around congested
and disabled paths.  This also occurs with the roaming feature of mobile services. But
locally that feature is not available because local ISP and WISP networks are presently
isolated from each other. Enabling them to join virtually could improve traffic flow.

There is presently no ISP solution in the region that can serve local residential
traffic that does not need to go to the full internet. The residential solutions offered
by local service providers in the region pass traffic directly to the full internet. Internet
access is expensive and it exposes traffic to the traffic jams of urban areas that it passes
through as well as to increased security and privacy risk.  The LTE capability of a
regional neutral host could accommodate edge-computing to meet the needs of certain
local traffic within the neutral host. For example, autonomous vehicles on a farm need to
communicate with each other and other, local application-specific technology, and that
data does not need to go through Indy. As well, there is potential for a single regional
transport circuit, which is the network feature that provides access to the internet.
Internet access fees are very high.  Sharing them would reduce costs for users.

It is unclear how large a neutral host network needs to be to benefit from further
virtualization.  Starting small, with the neutral host network model as it can be
implemented now, will provide a lot of information.  The model can expand according to
demand and real world needs.
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